ABSTRACT

The article notes that economic risk is one of the most multifaceted phenomena, the nature and components of which are not subject to a simple and unambiguous interpretation. But it should be noted that the classification of risks of this type, taking into account the many factors containing its signs is a rather voluminous problem due to the lack of a generally accepted systemic classification. The author argues that the above classification of methods for managing economic risks makes it possible to determine the characteristics used in their classification in the management process as a whole.
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INTRODUCTION

Economic risk is one of the most multifaceted phenomena, the nature and components of which are not subject to a simple and unambiguous interpretation. By now it is customary to understand economic risk as a phenomenon characterized by uncertainty (unknown) of results in the future, the likelihood of negative (positive) performance results. In this context, the classification of economic risks, accounting for many factors containing its signs, types and subspecies is a rather
voluminous and complex problem due to the lack of an established and generally accepted, as well as an exhaustive systemic classification of risks. In this case, the classification of risks serves as the basis for the definition and identification, assessment and technology of minimizing economic risk.

At the same time, it is necessary to take into account an important methodological feature - a large number of various manifestations of economic risk in practice contribute to the fact that the same type of risk is designated by different terms. Note that, analyzing the array of real financial and economic situations, it is very difficult to distinguish between individual types of risk due to their diversity and interrelationships.

THE MAIN FINDINGS AND RESULTS

A distinctive feature of both statistical and simple net risks is that in most cases they are associated with losses for activities or no losses (not profit). Among the reasons for net risks are natural disasters, accidents, etc. Speculative risks (dynamic) are associated not only with losses, but also with additional profits. The reasons leading to speculative risks include changes in the exchange rates of national currencies, changes in market conditions, changes in the conditions of investment activities, etc.

Therefore, it can be argued that economic risks can include not only those that directly lead to monetary losses, but also those that lead to losses of a non-economic nature, but they can also be measured in monetary terms.

The undesirability of the occurrence of damage determines the goal of economic risk management - to reduce losses associated with risk. That is why it is very important to choose the methods of economic risk management. This article proposes a classification of methods for managing economic risk, taking into account the peculiarities of economic risk as an object of management.

It can be seen from the definition of economic risk that the goal of managing economic risk can be achieved on the basis of managing its following parameters - the uncertainty of the occurrence of losses (a decrease in the frequency or probability of damage occurring - $\rho$) and the amount of damage - $\gamma$.

The joint values of these parameters of economic risk - the probability of damage $\rho$ and the amount of damage $\gamma$, describe the possible values of the magnitude of risk - low (small), medium (rather small), high (large) risk.

The undesirability of damage, which is permanently inherent in the very term of economic risk, the selected parameters characterizing its value, specify the goal and parameters of risk management as follows: the goal of management is to reduce damage in monetary terms and associated with the implementation of risk, and the main controllable risk parameters are $\rho, \gamma$. However, in order to determine which of these risk parameters really need to be improved, i.e. must become an object of control, it is necessary to analyze each of them separately - to assess whether the value of this risk parameter is high, i.e. requiring its minimization, for example, at least to some acceptable level.

Since each of the risk parameters is influenced
by different factors, it is necessary, firstly, among all possible factors to highlight the most priority ones and, secondly, to assess the impact of the latter on each of the risk parameters.

As practice shows, the most priority factors, called “structural characteristics of risk”, can be attributed to [1, p. 160]:

**Risk** - a potential threat of damage caused by the specifics of the economic object, the characteristics of the risk situation and the nature of the damage itself. It is determined by the interaction of the risk bearer - an object or subject, and the environment in which the risk bearer lives and which, in turn, can provoke the risk realization;

**Exposure to risk** - a feature of the situation, characterized by the risk of damage;

**Vulnerability** - the degree of realization of the hazard, reflecting the intensity of damage;

**Interaction with other risks** is a factor reflecting the possibility of a particular risk being realized due to its connection or proximity to other risks.

In order to assess the impact of the above factors on the parameters of economic risk, i.e. structural characteristics of risk, it is necessary to collect, analyze and evaluate the database available for the specific risk.

The obtained results of the assessment make it possible to determine which of the parameters of an individual risk should become manageable and which management methods should be applied to them.

If the available risk database is incomplete, insufficient for the intended purposes, risk management methods should be used in relation to it under conditions of uncertainty.

Since the available risk database is a significant factor influencing the choice of one or another appropriate management method, it can be considered as the first sign of the classification of risk management methods (Fig. 1).

In conditions of sufficiency, the database on economic risk in relation to it can be applied management methods classified according to the attribute “controlled risk parameter” - the second attribute of the classification of risk management methods.

In accordance with the values of this attribute, control methods can be aimed at reducing the likelihood of damage $\rho$, as well as at reducing damage $\gamma$ (Fig. 1).
It should be noted that the parameter of economic risk “amount of damage $\gamma$”, as a controllable parameter, breaks down into two others – “possible damage $\gamma_B$” and “real damage $\gamma_P$”. The need for such a representation of such a risk parameter is due to the complexity of risk management and the need for precise calculations in various economic scenarios.

**Fig. 1. Signs and methods of risk management and their relationship [2, p. 431]**
to the fact that the real value of damage becomes known after its occurrence, and possible damage can only be predicted before the actual damage occurs.

That is why the next sign of the classification of risk management methods, which would make it possible to separate the categories of “possible damage” and “real damage”, is the sign of the realization of risk in time.

Taking this feature into account in risk management, classification methods can be divided into the following:

Methods of economic risk management aimed at reducing the likelihood of damage $p$;

Methods of economic risk management aimed at reducing the amount of possible damage $y_B$;

Methods of economic risk management aimed at reducing real damage $y_P$.

The need for independent consideration of a group of management methods aimed at minimizing possible damage and a group of methods aimed at minimizing real damage is due to the fact that the cumulative risk factors (its structural characteristics can have different effects on the predicted, possible value of damage $y$ and on its real value $y_P$.

In this case, the structural characteristic “interaction with systemic risks” can affect the amount of possible and real damage in different ways, if only because when assessing the expected damage, one variant of the interaction of the studied risk with other risks was taken into account, and when the risk is realized, when a real damage, interaction with other risks led, for example, to greater damage than envisaged at the forecast stage, when predicting possible damage.

So, in the case of direct financing of risks, it becomes possible to identify the following specific methods of risk management (Fig. 1);

A method of taking risks on oneself, used in the event that parameters $p, y_s$ and $y_p$ take acceptable values that allow the entity responsible for this risk to hold the risk. Its essence is the financing of losses at the expense of their own financial capabilities, for example, from the current income of the entity responsible for the entire risk;

A risk-aversion method (a risk-avoidance method), used in the event that parameters $p, y_s$ and $y_p$ take unacceptable values that do not make it possible not only for the entity responsible for this risk to hold the risk, but also to co-finance it;

A method of preventing losses, used in the event that the controlled parameter $p$ is excessively high - the probability of the occurrence of damage. Its essence is the implementation of measures aimed at reducing the value of this parameter to an acceptable level so that in the event of a risk realization it is possible to cover the damage at the expense of the own financial capabilities of the subject responsible for the risk. An example is the replacement of old electrical equipment with new ones that reduce the likelihood of a fire. If, as a result of the redistribution of risk, it is completely transferred to a third party, for example, an insurance company, the latter, now responsible for all this risk, can carry out the corresponding measures on its own;

The method of reducing the amount of losses, used in the event that the controlled parameters $y_s$ and $y_p$ are excessively high - the amount of possible and real damage. Its essence is the implementation of measures aimed at reducing the value of these parameters (individually or separately) to an
acceptable level so that in the event of a risk realization it would be possible to cover real damage at the expense of the own financial capabilities of the entity responsible for the risk. As in the previous case, if a third party, for example, an insurance company, has assumed all responsibility for the risk, it can also take measures aimed at reducing the possible and real damage.

In this case, it should be noted that if both risk parameters require their improvement, they should become controllable variables, in relation to them, as already noted, the risk refusal method can be applied. However, in some cases, the entity responsible for the risk cannot refuse this risk. In this case, management methods are applied to each of the managed risk parameters:

The method of preventing losses is applied in relation to the high probability of the occurrence of damage $p$;

Method of reducing the amount of losses - to a high amount of possible damage $y_v$ and (or) real damage $y_p$.

Specification of risk management methods based on risk co-financing, in turn, is possible on the basis of the application of such a classification feature (seventh) as “type of risk co-financing agreement” (Fig. 1).

Examples of such methods include:

Method of risk co-financing based on a risk outsourcing agreement. Its essence is the transfer of risk to outsourcing in order to reduce possible losses associated with the realization of risk. So, the risk of investment activities of an insurance organization can be reduced due to the fact that it transfers part of the assets to outsourcing to a management investment company in order to receive a guaranteed investment income from their placement by an investment company. If the insurance company itself was engaged in investment activities in relation to these assets, it could receive losses from this in an amount much greater than is possible with outsourcing of its investment activities;

Method of risk co-financing based on an insurance contract. The essence of the method is the transfer by the bearer of the risk of the insurance company of liability (all or part of it) for a certain risk. If the risk materializes, the insurer will fully or partially cover the damage, i.e. participates in the co-financing of the risk;

Method of risk co-financing on the basis of a reinsurance agreement providing for the participation of a reinsurer in compensation for damage. The essence of the method is the transfer by the insurance company (bearer of the risk) to another insurance or reinsurance company of liability (all or part of it) for a certain risk it has accepted. If the risk is realized, the reinsurer is fully (or partially) involved in compensation for real damage, i.e. participates in the co-financing of the risk;

Method of risk co-financing based on a lease agreement. Its essence is the redistribution of liability for risk, according to which, upon the occurrence of real damage, each of the parties (the lessor and the lessee) participate in covering the damage, taking into account the redistribution of risk between them in accordance with the terms of the lease agreement;

Method of risk co-financing based on other agreements.

Realization of economic risk is associated with a possible or real loss, so the answer to the question of who can and how will compensate it is very significant (Fig. 2). In this case, the solution to this issue is primarily determined by the distribution of risk liability among the following entities:
Subject - \( C_A \), who is a risk bearer and bears responsibility for it, for example, a driver who is speeding on roads is a risk bearer and is responsible for its implementation;

Subject - \( C_B \), which is responsible for the risk, but is not its bearer, for example, the state is responsible for the risks associated with the use of atomic energy, but the direct bearers of these risks are the entities directly working at the NPP;

Subject - \( C_B \), which is not a risk bearer, but responsibility for it has been transferred to him, for example, an insurance organization that, under an insurance contract, has assumed responsibility for the risk of an accident of a citizen S.T. Rasulov who is a bearer of this risk.

Subjects \( C_A \), \( C_B \), who are initially responsible for the risk, can leave all responsibility for it on their own, and on the contrary, they can transfer it. In this case, responsibility can be transferred partially or completely to third parties – Subjects \( C_B \), who accept it on agreed terms. For example, S.T. Rasulov, when concluding an accident insurance contract, can transfer his responsibility for this risk in full.

In this case, the insurance contract does not contain a clause on the deductible - on the participation of S.T. Rasulov in compensation for damage. He may also transfer liability for this risk to the insurer in part.

“Redistribution of responsibility for risk” can be considered as the fourth sign of the classification of risk management methods. Its use is justified by the fact that the redistribution of risk liability affects the risk financing option.

Since compensation for damage comes at the expense of the subject, who is fully or partially responsible for the risk, one can distinguish between:

Fig. 2. Methods of risk management due to risk redistribution \[^{[2, p. 431]}\]
• **Methods of direct financing of risks, assuming:**

  *First*, full retention of the risk by the subject responsible for it;

  *Secondly*, risk financing at the expense of this entity.

• **Methods of risk co-financing, implying redistribution of responsibility for risk,** partial responsibility for the risk of each of the subjects involved in the redistribution of risk, participation of each of the subjects in financing the risk, taking into account the accepted share of responsibility for it.

It should be noted that among the subjects participating in co-financing, there may also be those that have nothing to do with risk liability and its redistribution, but, as a rule, partly and on a voluntary basis participate in compensation for real damage. This co-financing can take the form of sponsorship or donations from entities.

**Direct financing of risk** is responsible for all responsibility for the risk, which is left at the own retention of the entity, and is carried out at the expense of its financial resources. Risk co-financing is responsible for the share of risk liability assumed by the entity, and is carried out at the expense of the financial capabilities of the same entity.

**Examples of direct risk financing are:**

**Coverage by the citizen himself of all expenses** caused by an accident that happened to him, from which he was not insured;

**Coverage of all expenses by the insurance company related to the accident of the insured citizen;**

**Coverage of all costs associated with an environmental disaster by the state;**

**Coverage of all expenses related to the fire by the sponsor(s).**

**Examples of risk co-financing are:**

**Full or partial coverage by the insurance company of the expenses related to the accident of the insured citizen (in addition, sponsorship and donations may be included in the coverage of expenses);**

**Partial state coverage of the costs associated with the provision of new housing to victims of the flood (in addition, both victims and sponsors can participate in covering the costs);**

**Partial coverage by the state and sponsors of the costs associated with the provision of new housing to flood victims;**

**Participation of insurance companies and the state in covering the costs associated with loss of crops due to drought (in addition, both victims and sponsors can participate in covering costs).**

“**Risk financing option**” can be considered as the fifth indicator of the classification of risk management methods. Therefore, risk management methods that meet different risk financing options are subdivided into a group of direct risk financing methods and a group of risk co-financing methods (Fig. 3).

It is necessary that within each of these groups further classification of risk management methods is also possible.
Specification of risk management methods based on direct financing of risk is possible based on the use of such a classification criterion as a variant of joint values of risk parameters.

In general, the procedure for selecting a risk management method can be described by a sequence of certain stages and implemented in accordance with the block diagram.

**CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS**

The essence of economic risk as an uncertain possibility of damage, measured in monetary terms, determined the following set of possible manageable risk parameters - the probability of damage \( p \), possible damage \( y_a \) and real damage \( y_p \). The purpose of these parameters is significantly influenced by certain factors - the so-called structural characteristics of risk.

All risk management methods applied in relation to the controlled parameters can be divided into groups corresponding to the options for redistributing responsibility for risk and financing it.

In conclusion, it should be noted that, in general, taking into account the characteristics of economic risk and justified selection of features makes it possible to classify risk management methods, which is used when implementing the proposed procedure for selecting a management method that meets the risk under study as a whole.

---

Fig. 3. Flowchart for choosing a risk management method
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